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Recommended Singles:
1. Dulce y Ácida

5. Amor Moderno

2. Te Debo un Baile

12. La Ley de Costas

NUEVA VULCANO
LOS PECES DE COLORES
It's hard to find another band with such an intimate relationship with their

Tracklist:
1. Dulce y Ácida

audiece and, specially, with their hometown. For many, Nueva Vulcano is the

2. Te Debo un Baile
3. El Ataque

band which is the most deeply linked to Barcelona and which represents it

4. El Arco de Triunfo

better. A true cult phenomenon that has become the favourite band of many,

5. Amor Moderno

and the one that makes many feel represented by. Sometimes, certain cryp-

6. La Maleza
7. Movimiento

tic poetry, along with raw, unpolite musicianship, gets so deeper in the audi-

8. Jen Trok, Logopeda

ence's guts that admiration for a band becomes worship; the ritual of being

9. Esa Piedra Preciosa

at every single gig of the band, of collecting every single release by them.

10. Níquel, Canela
11. África
12. La Ley de Costas

All this is what Nueva Vulcano is today: a special band. Now they present us
their third studio album, "Los Peces de Colores" (BCore, 09), after their debut

Selling Points:
- Third album after "Principal Primera" (BCore,
04) and "Juego Entrópico" (BCore, 05). They

"Principal Primera" (BCore, 04) and the impressing "Juego Entrópico" (BCore,
05), that has kept them onstage for four years, except for short studio

have also released three 7-inch singles and a
split EP with The Life And Times.

impasses like the ones to record the songs for their split EP with The Life And
Times (that led them to a USA tour with these colleagues), and the 7-inch sin-

- Produced by Santi Garcia between Garate
Studios in Andoain and Ultramarinos Costa

gle "Los días señalados" (BCore, 07).

Brava in Sant Feliu de Guíxols.
- Nueva Vulcano have been touring for four
years, including a USA tour with The Life And
Times and tons of gigs in Spain.

Their best allied is still producer Santi Garcia, who, for this album, has made
them raise the vocals on top, clearer and louder than ever, to make the lyrics
shine on their own; nevertheless, Artur Estrada is one of the best spanish
songwriters, as shown on the wonderful "Níquel, Canela", one of the most
precious lyrics ever written by him, with an overwhelming beauty and simplicity. Or on the landscapes of "Dulce y Ácida" and "África", on the funny "Jen
Trok, logopeda", the dark "La maleza" and the almost sociological closeness
of "La ley de costas". Lyrics by someone like Artur, who simply can't imitate
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umental bass arrangements by the genious talent of Wences Aparicio, and

Format:

CD y LP

those drums, possessed by some devil, by Albert Guardia, which have been

Style:

Indie Rock

recorded in a different studio, Garate Studios in Andoain. All of these ele-

Release Date: November ‘09

anyone, so he has to make up his own language. And, as usual, we'll find
their trademark sound of dirty and sometimes shy guitar playing, those mon-

ments make a unique ensemble, that shines brighter than ever on Nueva

Bar Code CD: 8435015511081
Bar Code LP: 8435015511098

Vulcano's third and definitive album.

Rates: CD: Rate B. LP: Rate A.
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